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The striatal medium spiny neuron (MSN) network is sparsely connected with fairly
weak GABAergic collaterals receiving an excitatory glutamatergic cortical projection. Peri-
stimulus time histograms (PSTH) of MSN population response investigated in various
experimental studies display strong ﬁring rate modulations distributed throughout behav-
ioral task epochs. In previous work we have shown by numerical simulation that sparse
randomnetworksofinhibitoryspikingneuronswithcharacteristicsappropriateforUPstate
MSNs form cell assemblies which ﬁre together coherently in sequences on long behav-
iorally relevant timescales when the network receives a ﬁxed pattern of constant input
excitation. Here we ﬁrst extend that model to the case where cortical excitation is com-
posed of many independent noisy Poisson processes and demonstrate that cell assembly
dynamics is still observed when the input is sufﬁciently weak. However if cortical excita-
tion strength is increased more regularly ﬁring and completely quiescent cells are found,
which depend on the cortical stimulation. Subsequently we further extend previous work
to consider what happens when the excitatory input varies as it would when the animal
is engaged in behavior. We investigate how sudden switches in excitation interact with
network generated patterned activity. We show that sequences of cell assembly activa-
tions can be locked to the excitatory input sequence and outline the range of parameters
where this behavior is shown. Model cell population PSTH display both stimulus and tem-
poral speciﬁcity, with large population ﬁring rate modulations locked to elapsed time from
task events.Thus the random network can generate a large diversity of temporally evolv-
ing stimulus dependent responses even though the input is ﬁxed between switches. We
suggest the MSN network is well suited to the generation of such slow coherent task
dependent response which could be utilized by the animal in behavior.
Keywords: striatum, computational modeling, inhibition, medium spiny neuron, cell assembly, population dynam-
ics, spiking network
1. INTRODUCTION
Experimentally testing theoretical work on the dynamics of brain
networks requires measurement of key predictions of models.
With existing technologies it is in general not possible to obtain
a complete record of the activity of entire populations of cells
embeddedwithinnetworksinintact,behavinganimals.Mostdata
is obtained by recording small groups or single neurons during
behavioral tasks, frequently reported as peri-stimulus time his-
tograms (PSTH). Such studies of neural response to behavioral
task events and sensory stimuli throughout the brain demon-
strate large ﬁring rate ﬂuctuations on slow behaviorally relevant
timescales in both single cells and cell populations. These large
slowﬁringratemodulationsinPSTHdonotsimplyoccuratstim-
ulusoffsetandonsetbuttendtobebroadlydistributedthroughout
the trial period (Jin et al.,2009). The different responses of a sam-
ple of cells from a network may provide a signature of network
dynamical activity.
The striatal medium spiny neuron (MSN) network is one
neural network which shows strong modulations in PSTH dur-
ing behavioral tasks. MSNs are GABAergic and comprise more
than 90% of the cells of the striatum which forms the main input
structure to the basal ganglia (BG) (McGeorge and Faull, 1989;
Oorschot, 1996; Wickens et al., 2007). Since the MSN network is
composed of sparse, random, and weak connections (Czubayko
and Plenz, 2002; Tunstall et al., 2002; Koos et al., 2004; Taverna
et al., 2004), its function has been puzzling and inconsistent with
its often supposed winner-take-all role (Groves, 1983; Wickens
et al., 1991; Beiser and Houk, 1998; Suri and Schultz, 1999; Bar-
Gad and Bergman, 2001). Recent experimental observations of
striatal slices show that MSN cell assemblies display episodes of
spontaneous and recurrent bursting activity (Carrillo-Reid et al.,
2008)whileinvivo behavioralstudiesshowthatcoherentbursting
activity in cortico-BG microcircuits is important in the encoding
of movement (DeLong, 1973; Hikosaka et al., 1989, 2000, 2006;
Jaeger et al., 1995; Kasanetz et al., 2006; Miller et al., 2008) and
the execution of learned motor programs and sequence learning
(Kimura, 1990; West et al., 1990; Brotchie et al., 1991; Gardiner
and Kitai, 1992; Kimura et al., 1992; Kermadi and Joseph, 1995;
Mushiake and Strick,1996;Aldridge and Berridge,1998;Jog et al.,
1999;Doya,2000;Barnesetal.,2005;Kubotaetal.,2009).Arecent
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study (Jin et al., 2009) found that populations of striatal neurons
displayavarietyof responseproﬁlesduringtasks.Firingrateswere
strongly modulated in various epochs of the task and individual
cells responded with activity peaks that were distributed at dif-
ferent temporal delays after individual task events. The authors
suggested the neurons could have encoded time as a population.
Other BG inhibitory networks also exhibit ﬁring rate modu-
lations that are time locked to behavioral tasks. PSTH of pallidal
cellsinsongbirdAreaXdisplayrateincreasesanddecreasessignif-
icantly correlated with song temporal structure (Goldberg et al.,
2010) and pallidal cells also exhibit a broad range of ﬁring rates
during motor tasks (Joshua et al., 2009). However cells also gen-
erally exhibit strong trial-to-trial variability in the timing of their
activity during motor tasks (Tomko and Crapper,1974; Goldberg
et al.,2010).
It is a priori surprising that large slow modulations in PSTH
exist since the cells generating these responses receive inputs from
very many cells (∼10000). Indeed, according to the law of large
numbers, a reduction in ﬂuctuati o ns i z ei st ob ee x p e c t e dw h e n
many independent inputs to a cell are combined. On the other
hand if the excitatory inputs to an MSN covary on slow timescales
then the MSN activity can be expected to show large modula-
tions on similar time scales. Even if pairwise correlations between
inputs are themselves weak (Schneidman et al., 2006; Yim et al.,
2011)theircumulativeeffectmaybestrong.Suchstronglycovary-
ing inputs might translate into large ﬂuctuations in PSTH when
the stimuli are repeatedly presented.
However the MSN response is also determined by the activity
generatedwithinthestriatumthroughfeedbackinhibitionamong
MSNs and feedforward inhibition from fast spiking interneurons
in particular. Indeed in recent modeling work on the striatal MSN
network (Ponzi and Wickens, 2008a,b, 2010a)w eh a v es h o w n
that coherent cell assembly population dynamics on slow behav-
iorally relevant timescales can be generated simply by the MSN
network in isolation, even when excitatory input is constant and
unvarying. We showed that such activity occurs if the network
has the sparse random striatally relevant connectivity of around
10–30% and cortical excitation is appropriate so that cells are
excited just above ﬁring threshold. In this “balanced” situation
even small changes in network generated inhibition or cortical
excitation can cause cells to switch between ﬁring and quiescent
states.Wedemonstratedthatunderthesecircumstancesindividual
cellsdisplayedbroadlydistributedﬁringratesandthatthenetwork
generated complex spatio-temporal dynamics (Usher et al., 1994,
1995;Ermentrout,1998;HuertaandRabinovich,2004)whilespik-
ing itself was highly irregular (Tomko and Crapper, 1974; Softky
and Koch, 1993; Holt et al., 1996; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998;
Compteetal.,2003;Miuraetal.,2007;Renartetal.,2007;Barbieri
and Brunel, 2008). Networks with balanced excitation and inhi-
bition (van Vreeswijk and Sompolinsky, 1996; Amit and Brunel,
1997)genericallyproduceirregularchaoticspikingwithbroadrate
distributions.
Herewewishtounderstandhowthelargeamplitudeﬁringrate
ﬂuctuations on slow time scales generated by the MSN network
aremodulatedwhenexcitatoryinputvariesasitwouldinabehav-
ioral task. Thus we investigate how the MSN network transforms
corticaldrivingactivity.OntheonehandMSNnetworkgenerated
activity may be suppressed so that PSTH simply reﬂect the vari-
ations in cortical driving. Alternatively MSN activity may evolve
chaotically independent of the cortical activity. In this case we
would expect MSN PSTH to be structureless after many stimulus
presentations are averaged. Or ﬁnally interaction between corti-
cal driving and MSN network generated activity may occur, thus
generating complex patterns in PSTH.
First we extend our previous study of MSN network dynamics
and show that similar dynamical activity occurs when the exci-
tatory input to cells is composed of many independent Poisson
spike trains. We also investigate how network dynamics depends
on cortical excitation strength (Ponzi and Wickens, 2009) and on
the time scale of inhibitory neurotransmitter. Next we show that
the MSN network can generate coherent repeatable responses to
variations in cortical driving input. Cell assemblies display large
ﬁringratemodulationsoverabroadrangeoftemporaldelaysupto
many hundreds of milliseconds after particular task events (Ponzi
andWickens,2010b)resultinginstronglymodulatedstimulusand
temporally speciﬁc PSTH. Finally we investigate how the stimulus
locked ﬂuctuations in PSTH depend on connectivity and input
strength.
These network generated behaviors may be relevant in rein-
forcement learning tasks where the animal shows a transition
from exploratory to exploitative behavior (for example (Barnes
et al., 2005)). Moreover the dual encoding of stimulus identity
and elapsed time in a single spiking network (Buonomano and
Merzenich, 1995; Maass et al., 2002; Jaeger and Hass, 2004; Kar-
markar and Buonomano, 2007; Buonomano and Maass, 2009)
may be relevant in the temporal credit assignment tasks which
are thought to deeply involve the striatum and dopaminergic
systems.
2. MODEL
The network is composed of model MSNs with parameters set so
they are in the vicinity of a bifurcation from a stable ﬁxed point
to spiking limit cycle dynamical behavior (Ponzi and Wickens,
2010a).ThismodelsthedynamicsintheUPstatewhenthecellsare
all receiving excitatory drive to ﬁring threshold levels of depolar-
ization. To describe the cells we use the INa,p +Ik model described
in (Izhikevich, 2005) which is two-dimensional and given by,
C
dVi
dt
= Ii(t) − gL (Vi − EL) − gNam∞ (Vi)(Vi − ENa)
− gkni (Vi − Ek) (1)
dni
dt
= (n∞ − ni)/τn
having leak current IL, persistent Na+ current INa,p with instan-
taneous activation kinetic and a relatively slower persistent K+
current IK. Vi(t) is the membrane potential of the ith cell, C the
membrane capacitance,EL,Na,k are the channel reversal potentials,
and gL,Na,k are the maximal conductances. ni(t)i sK+ channel
activationvariableof theith cell.Thesteadystateactivationcurves
m∞ and n∞ are both described by,x∞(V) = 1/(1+exp{ (V x
∞ −
V)/kx
∞} ) where x denotes m or n and V x
∞ and kx
∞ are ﬁxed para-
meters.τn istheﬁxedtimescaleof theK+ activationvariable.The
term Ii(t) is the input current to the ith cell.
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The parameters are chosen so that the cell is the vicinity of
a saddle-node on invariant circle (SNIC) bifurcation, character-
izing a Type 1 neuron model. As the current Ii(t) in equation
(1) increases through the bifurcation point the stable node ﬁxed
point and the unstable saddle ﬁxed point annihilate each other
and a limit cycle having zero frequency is formed (Izhikevich,
2005). Increasing current further increases the frequency of the
limit cycle. This is an appropriate model to use for an MSN in
the UP state, since its dynamics are in qualitative agreement with
several aspects of MSN ﬁring (Wilson, 1993; Wilson and Nisen-
baum, 1995; Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996; Wickens and Wilson,
1998). Firstly the SNIC bifurcation allows ﬁring at arbitrarily low
frequencies (Izhikevich, 2005) which is important since MSNs
are known to ﬁre with very low frequencies (Wilson, 1993). Sec-
ondly MSNs do not show subthreshold oscillations (Wilson and
Nisenbaum, 1995; Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996; under normal
circumstances, but see McCarthy et al., 2011). Finally the SNIC
bifurcationdoesnotallowbistabilitybetweenaspikingstateanda
quiescent state (Izhikevich, 2005) in agreement with studies of
MSNs (Wilson and Nisenbaum, 1995; Wilson and Kawaguchi,
1996;WickensandWilson,1998).Howeverdetailedchannelprop-
erties such as the interaction of L-type Ca2+ and slowly inacti-
vating K+ channels in the MSN have not been included in the
model.
TheinputcurrentIi(t) = IC
i (t)+IM
i (t)inequation(1)iscom-
posed of two parts. One component IM
i (t) comes from the MSN
inhibitory network and the other component IC
i (t) represents the
current from excitatory sources, the cortex and the thalamus. We
describe the excitatory component ﬁrst.
We model the excitatory part as a stochastic process. In gen-
eral the excitatory component will be given by Rall-type synapses
(Rall, 1967; Destexhe et al., 1998) IC
i (t) = (VC − Vi(t))Xi(t)
whereXi(t) =

l bC
il ail(t).VC istheexcitatoryreversalpotential,
set here to the realistic value 0.0mV. The MSN cells are con-
sidered to be contacted by many excitatory inputs l which are
non-overlapping between the MSN cells i. Indeed while a given
corticostriatal axon will often be providing input to a substan-
tial number of cells (about 800 on average) within the volume of
the arborization zone of a typical corticostriatal axon there are
about 68000 striatal spiny neurons, making the average common
input about 1.2% or less (Zheng andWilson,2002). Our assump-
tion of zero common input is not, however, supposed to be a
statementof biologicalfact.Wewishtoinvestigatehowmuchcor-
related activity arises from local interactions among MSNs,rather
than via common input. bC
il are ﬁxed channel parameters from
the lth excitatory cortical or thalamic input to the ith MSN cell,
described below. The ail(t) are the quantities of postsynaptically
bound neurotransmitter from the lth excitatory input to the ith
M S Nc e l l .T h e ya r eg i v e nb yτa
dail
dt =

m δ(t − tilm) − ail where
the Dirac delta function δ() part represents a series of spikes from
the lth input to the ith cell at times tilm and τa is a time scale
which we set to the realistic value of 10ms. The term Xi(t) is then
described by,
τadXi =

l
bC
il


m
δ (t − tilm)

dt − Xidt. (2)
We assume the input spikes follow independent Poisson
processes with varying rates rC
il (t). This is a simple and com-
pact way to describe the input activity in the simulation and is
not supposed to be necessarily perfectly biologically realistic. This
modelisanattempttounderstandhowtheMSNnetworkbehaves
under the simplest assumptions,which do not include correlation
between inputs. The contribution provided by many such inde-
pendent Poisson processes is approximately Gaussian and we can
replacethespikeseriesbyatermgivenbythemeanrateplusaﬂuc-
tuation proportional to the SD, rC
il (t)dt +  il(t)

rC
il (t)dt where
 il(t) is a standard normally distributed random variable (mean
zero, std unity) (Brunel and Hakim, 1999). Assuming that spikes
are independent across i and l, the term

l  il(t)bC
il

rC
il (t)dt
whicharisescanalsobereplacedbyitsexpectationandﬂuctuation
0+ i(t)

dt

l (bC
il )
2rC
il (t) where  i(t) is standard normal noise
term independent in i and t and we have used   il(t) =0 and
  il(t) ik(t) =0, (l =k) and   il(t) ik(t) =1, (l=k). Therefore
we calculate Xi(t) using,
τadXi =
 NC 
l
bC
il rC
il (t) − Xi

dt
+  i (t)

dt
NC 
l

bC
il
	2
rC
il (t)

1/2
. (3)
MSN cells are each contacted by around 10000 cortical and
thalamic cells and we therefore set NC =10000. For each given
cortical stimulus we draw the 10000 rates rC
il for each MSN i inde-
pendently from a certain ﬁxed distribution, here a normalized
Pareto distribution (see below). The normalized Pareto distribu-
tion with power-law tail parameter α andexpectation rC is chosen
so that even though there are many, 10000, inputs to the cell the
mean input strength can still show large ﬂuctuations across cells
whenthetailparameterα issmallenough.Sumsof power-lawdis-
tributed variables (with ﬁnite variance,α>1) do still converge to
the Gaussian distribution,but the convergence rate is very slow. If
instead the rC
il are chosen from a narrow distribution,for example
theGaussian,whenmanyinputsareaveragedallthecellswillhave
approximately the same input strength and stimulus speciﬁcity
will not be possible.Variation of the tail parameter α controls the
size in ﬂuctuations in input strength across cells and therefore the
amount of input speciﬁcity. Input speciﬁcity here is deﬁned as 1
minusthenormalizedscalarproductbetweenthemeaninputvec-
tors  Xi =
NC
l bC
il rC
il for two different cortical stimuli. When
α<2 stimuli will have speciﬁcity which increases as α decreases
toward unity. As α increases past 2 however the limit distribution
is a Gaussian and stimuli lose speciﬁcity when many inputs (here
10000) are summed over.
We have chosen to use the Pareto distribution as a device to
produce a large variation in excitation strength across MSN cells
as only the simplest of several possibilities. There are others which
may be biologically plausible or possible. For example correlation
in inputs to a single cell may also produce similar effects (Yim
et al., 2011). Since all the afferents to a cell are combined into a
single stochastic equation (3), and interactions between them are
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notaddressed,whichmethodisusedisnotcentraltothemodeling
described here.
ThebC
il arealsoﬁxedinoursimulationsreportedhere,although
in reality they may vary with short term facilitation and suppres-
s i o na sw e l la sb yLTP and LTD. We choose the bC
il independently
from a uniform distribution on [0,2bC].
The inhibitory current part is provided by the GABAergic col-
laterals of the striatal network and given by IM
i (t) = (Vi(t) −
VM)

j − kM
ij gj(t). These synapses are also described by Rall-
type synapses (Rall, 1967) contributing to Ii(t) where the current
into postsynaptic neuron i is summed over all inhibitory presy-
naptic neurons j and VM and kM
ij are channel parameters. gj(t)
is the quantity of postsynaptically bound neurotransmitter given
by, τg
dgj
dt =  (Vj(t) − Vth) − gj for the jth presynaptic cell. Here
V th =−40mV is a threshold,and  (x) is the Heaviside function.
gj is a low-pass ﬁlter of presynaptic ﬁring.
The timescale τg should be set relatively large so that the
postsynapticconductancefollowstheexponentiallydecayingtime
average of multiple preceding presynaptic high frequency spikes.
In simulations here we use two values for τg =20, 50, for com-
parison, so that postsynaptically bound transmitter exponentially
decays to half its value in time τgln(2)≈14, 34ms. In our net-
workmodelwhatwearereproducingwiththesynapsesisthetime
course of recovery of the membrane potential to ﬁring threshold
after a spike from another MSN. The time scales in the model
have been adjusted so that the IPSP decay time scale is near that
observed in experimental studies. The choice of τgln(2)≈34 was
motivated by (Janssen et al., 2009) which shows a time course of
MSNIPSPwithahalf lifeof recoveryof about30–40ms,although
a fairly large range of values has been found in various studies
depending on experimental conditions as well as on cell type (D1
or D2),and also dependent on facilitating and depressing proper-
ties (Tunstall et al., 2002; Koos et al., 2004; Tecuapetla et al., 2004;
Taverna et al., 2008; Planert et al.,2010).
The network structure is described by the parameters kM
ij =
(kM/ρ) ijZij where ij isanotheruniformquenchedrandomvari-
able on [0.8, 1.2] independent in i and j. Zij =1i fc e l l si and j are
connectedandzerootherwise.Inthesimulationsreportedherewe
userandomnetworkswherecells i andj areconnectedwithprob-
ability ρ, producing binomial degree distributions, and there are
no self-connections, Zii =0. kM is a parameter which is rescaled
bytheconnectionprobabilityρ sothatwhenthenetworkconnec-
tivity is varied the average total inhibition on each cell is constant
independent of ρ. kM is set so that IPSPs are around 200μV,v e ry
similar to real striatal IPSPs, at connectivities of around ρ =0.1
when the postsynaptic cell is just above ﬁring threshold.
Striatal MSNs are likely to contact (and be contacted by) about
500 other MSNs (Plenz, 2003; Koos et al., 2004; Tepper et al.,
2004; Wickens et al., 2007). Furthermore the probability of a
connection is estimated to be fairly low, ρ =0.05–0.3. To sim-
ulate a striatal network which respects these two ﬁgures would
require, say, a network of around 500/0.2=2500 cells. However
this neglects the fact that not all cells are cortically excited into
the UP state (Wickens and Wilson, 1998) and such never ﬁr-
ing cells can be left out of network simulations. We suppose
that only about 10–30% of MSNs are cortically excited at any
time, and perform simulations of 500 UP state MSNs with sparse
connectivities.
All simulations were carried out with the stochastic weak sec-
ond order Runge-Kutta integrator described in (Burrage and
Platen, 1994) with integration time step 0.1ms, except for the
calculation of Lyapunov exponent which was performed with a
deterministic fourth order Runge-Kutta with time step 0.01ms.
3. METHODS
3.1. K-MEANS ALGORITHM
Here we explain how the k-means algorithm is used in this paper.
The number of clusters k is chosen to be N/k=15 where N is
the number of cells used in the simulation. The cross-correlation
matrix of cells’ ﬁring rates is calculated based on a 2s moving
window. Each cell i has a vector of cross-correlation coefﬁcients
  ci. Each cluster centroid’s initial location   dj,j = 1,...,k is chosen
randomly as one on the cells’ vector of cross-correlation coef-
ﬁcients   ci. All cells i are assigned to be in the cluster j whose
centroid is nearest to their cross-correlation coefﬁcient vector,
argminj(|  ci −   dj|) where |  x| is length of   x. Any empty clusters
are removed. New cluster centroid vectors are calculated as the
mean vector of cells assigned to the cluster dj =    ci cellsi∈clusterj.
The process is repeated until there are no cells which change
their assigned clusters. Notice the ﬁnal amount of clusters may
be (and usually is) less than the original k. For all statistical
calculations (except example single clusterings) the clustering is
performed several (10) times and the results averaged since ﬁnal
clusters are not unique but depend on the initial random plac-
ing of cluster centroids. Finally results are compared with a null
hypothesis where the cells are randomly shufﬂed between clus-
ters. The difference between the k-means clustering results and
the random clustering results demonstrates that k-means clusters
are signiﬁcant.
3.2. LYAPUNOV EXPONENT CALCULATION
The Lyapunov exponent calculation is performed on the deter-
ministic system where inputs do not ﬂuctuate and uses all
3×500=1500 dynamical variables in the 500 cell system. First
a perturbed 1500 dimensional orbit rp(  0) near the system orbit,
r(  0) is selected by random perturbation   d0 = rp(  0) − r(  0) of
size D0 =

  d0.  d0 = 10−12. After both orbits are iterated once
(0.01ms)thenewseparationvectoriscalculated   d1 = rp(  1)−r(  1)
with length D1. The maximal Lyapunov exponent is calculated as
γ 1 =ln(D1/D0). The perturbed orbit is rescaled in the direction
of maximal separation, rp(  1) ← r(  1) + (rp(  1) − r(  1))(D0/D1).
This process is repeated for many iterations and many values
γ i =ln(Di/D0) of the Lyapunov exponent are calculated. The
running average is calculated through (1/t)
t
i=1 γi and plotted
versus 0.01t after discarding a transient of 30000ms.
3.3. NORMALIZED PARETO DISTRIBUTION
The pdf is given by,
fγ,α(x) = γα/(1 + γx)1+α (4)
with tail parameter α and expectation 1/(γ(α −1)).
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4. RESULTS
We ﬁrst investigate how the network behaves under parameter
variation. We vary connectivity, input strength, and inhibitory
neurotransmitter timescale using excitatory input which is almost
uniform across cells, α =5. Subsequently we investigate stimulus
switchingwithlowervaluesofα =1.5togeneratestimulusspeciﬁc
variations in excitation across cells in the network.
4.1. NETWORK PARAMETER VARIATION UNDER UNIFORMLY
DISTRIBUTED INPUT
In Figure 1 we describe how the spiking activity of 500 cell net-
worksdependsonconnectivityρ atlowinputratesrC ∼10Hzand
uniform input distribution α =5. Throughout the whole connec-
tivity range the proportion of active cells (which ﬁre at least one
spike during the simulation period) is usually 100% (Figure 1,
blue dashed triangles) and cells ﬁring completely regularly with
constant inter-spike-interval (ISI) are absent. The whole network
isthereforeengagedindynamicalactivity.Toinvestigatethestruc-
ture of this dynamical activity we use the coefﬁcient of variation
(CV) of the cells’ ISI distributions (Tomko and Crapper, 1974).
This deﬁned to be the ISI standard deviation divided by the ISI
mean for each cell, then averaged over all active cells. A high
value, larger than unity, indicates spiking which is burstier (more
clustered) than Poisson, while as the CV approaches zero ﬁring
becomes more regular. As connectivity increases the coefﬁcient
of variation (Figure 1, black solid circles) decreases from a high
value near 2.5 to a value near 1. This means that at low connec-
tivity many cells are ﬁring in a bursty way with episodes of high
frequency spiking separated by long silent periods, while at high
connectivity most cells are ﬁring in a Poisson like way without
high frequency bursts and pauses.
The coefﬁcient of variation provides a useful single value to
understand how burstiness varies under variation of network
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FIGURE1|5 0 0cell network simulations under variation of
connectivity for weak input r
C =0.0085, b
C =0.001, α =5, τ g =50. Each
point is calculated from a 50-s time series from a different network
simulation. Black solid circles - mean CV over all cells. Red solid
squares – mean CV of k-means generated clusters. Green solid
diamonds – mean CV of randomly generated clusters. Blue dashed
triangles - proportion of cells which ﬁre at least one spike.
parameters. More detail however can be discerned from the dis-
tribution of the localized coefﬁcients of variation, deﬁned by
CV i
n =| ISIi
n+1 − ISIi
n|/(ISIi
n+1 + ISIi
n),w h e r eISIi
n denotes the
nth spike of cell i. Each differently colored distribution, denoted
CV2, shown in Figure 2 is a different network simulation where
all the CV i
n across all i and n are combined in each distribution.
Thebimodalbehavioratlowconnectivity,withpeaknearzeroand
near unity, characteristic of bursty activity changes over to a ﬂat
distribution with depletion near unity characteristic of Poisson
processes with absolute refractory period at high connectivity.
Wehavedemonstratedthatcellsﬁrespikesinaclusteredbursty
way at low connectivity even when cortical excitation is com-
posedof manyindependentPoissonprocesses.Nextweinvestigate
whether they ﬁre these bursts coherently or independently. To
investigate this we calculate cross-correlation matrices of cell ﬁr-
ing rates. We generate cell ﬁring rate time series for all cells by
countingthespikesof eachcellinamovingwindow.Weuseatime
window sufﬁciently long so that irregular ﬂuctuations in precise
spike timing do not affect the results.
Figure3showssometime-laggedcross-correlationcoefﬁcients
between randomly selected cell pairs in a 500 cell network sim-
ulation. As can be seen, even when cortical input is highly noisy
large variations in cross-correlation are present up to time lags
of many hundreds of milliseconds. Peaks in cross-correlation do
not generally occur at zero time-lag but may be hundreds of
milliseconds later. This may express causal relationships between
cell ﬁring which exist even on this long timescale, much longer
than any of the timescales prescribed by the model parameters.
In Figure 4 the mean of the absolute value of the simultaneous
(time-lagzero)cross-correlationcoefﬁcientof allcellpairsisplot-
ted versus connectivity for many 500 cell network simulations. To
make this plot we use a 200-ms time window, reﬂecting cross-
correlationbetweencellsinthewindowfrom −100to+100msof
the time-lagged cross-correlation. We then take its absolute value
andaverageacrossallcells.TheblacklineinFigure4showsthatat
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based on a 200-ms window corresponding to Figure 1. Black – original
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low connectivites, precisely where the cells display episodic burst
ﬁring, cross-correlations have large absolute magnitude while at
higher connectivites this decays. The red line shows the result of
the same calculation but where each cell’s ISI time series is ini-
tially scrambled. This acts as a control measure removing most of
the correlation. At high connectivity the unscrambled ISI result
(black line) approaches this control but at low connectivity they
are signiﬁcantly different.
In fact at low connectivities cells do not ﬁre in bursts indi-
vidually but in slowly varying episodically ﬁring cell assemblies,
even in this case of Poisson cortical excitation. To demonstrate
this explicitly we apply a clustering algorithm (k-means) to the
cross-correlation matrix of cell ﬁring rates to divide the cells into
clusters (see Methods). Then we generate cluster spike time series
bymergingthespikesof eachclustermembercell,preservingeach
spike’s timing, and measure the mean CV of the resultant spike
sequences. Since clusters are not unique (see Methods) this proce-
dure is repeated 10 times and the results averaged. This quantity
(Figure1,redsolidsquares)alsodecreaseswithincreasingconnec-
tivity. The large value it takes at low connectivities indicates cells
ﬁre in assemblies together in episodes and are quiescent together
in episodes. This quantity is signiﬁcantly higher at low connec-
tivities than the control measure we also show in Figure 1 (green
solid diamonds). The make the control measure clusters are again
generated by the clustering algorithm but the cells are then ran-
domly shufﬂed between the clusters before their spike time series
are merged.
We did not attempt to optimize clustering (Humphries, 2011).
However we do show that the (sub-optimal) algorithm produces
a result which is signiﬁcantly different to the null hypothesis
where the cells are randomly assigned to clusters. Therefore the
(non-random) clustering is meaningful. We thus provide objec-
tive demonstration that cell assemblies exist. Indeed the clusters
are strongly determined by the network connectivity (Ponzi and
Wickens, 2010a). In future work it may be useful to employ more
optimal clustering methodologies (Humphries, 2011).
Cellﬁringratedistributionsalsovarydependentonconnectiv-
ity (Figure 3(Inset)). At low connectivity the distribution of cell
ﬁring rates (black, connectivity ρ =0.1) is approximately consis-
tent with a power-law with many cells ﬁring very slowly and a
few ﬁring very fast. On the other hand at high connectivity (red,
ρ =0.8) the distribution is narrower and peaks at an intermedi-
ate value. Broad ﬁring rate distributions are observed in many
brain regions (Lee et al.,1998; Nevet et al.,2007) and in modeling
studies of balanced random networks (van Vreeswijk and Som-
polinsky, 1996; Amit and Brunel, 1997). They may be relevant
for the generation of large ﬁring rate ﬂuctuations representing
different stimuli.
These results show that at the sparse connectivities character-
istic of many real brain networks, including the MSN network of
the striatum, cells show very broadly distributed ﬁring rates and
formcellassemblieswhosemembersﬁrehighlyirregularlyinslow
coherentburstyepisodesseparatedbypauses(PonziandWickens,
2010a).Herewedemonstratethisoccursevenwhencorticalinput
isnoisyandbiologicallyplausiblycomposedofmanyPoissonspike
trains.
However Figure 5, which shows how spiking in sparsely con-
nected networks (ρ =0.1) driven by excitation uniform across
cells (α =5)dependsonexcitatoryinputrate,rC,C demonstrates
that this interesting dynamical behavior also depends strongly on
the strength of cortical excitation (Ponzi and Wickens, 2009). As
mean excitatory input, rC, increases the proportion of active cells
(Figure 5, blue dashed triangles) decreases from 100% to a value
around75%andsimultaneouslythesinglecellCV(Figure5,black
solid circles) decreases to a value below unity (∼0.75.) Similarly
our measure of the quantity of episodically ﬁring cell assemblies
(Figure5,red solid squares) decreases to below zero and becomes
equaltothecontrolmeasure(Figure5,greensoliddiamonds).CV
valuesbelowoneandnearzeroimplymoreregularly(periodically)
ﬁring cells are present. This is conﬁrmed by direct calculation of
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the proportion of regularly ﬁring cells, (magenta crosses) (which
are cells whose ISI variance is zero or less than a small thresh-
old determined by the numerical integration time step). As can
be seen the quantity of regularly ﬁring cells increases at higher
input strengths. This is also demonstrated by the CV 2 distribu-
tions(Figure6)whichshowanincreasingaccumulationnearzero
as input strength increases, indicating the presence of more regu-
larly ﬁring cells. In fact (although detailed behavior does depend
on other parameters) as input strength increases the network
becomes locked into states where fewer cells are ﬁring with higher
rates which permanently suppress other cells, while a remaining
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portion of the cells continue to display bursting behavior. The
reduction in the quantity of active inhibitory connections this
brings about allows some cells to ﬁre nearly periodically under
the cortical excitation. Which cells ﬁre and which are quiescent
depends on the details of the network structure and also on the
distribution of input rates across cells.
Other network parameters also affect results. The above cal-
culations were all performed with the half life of inhibitory neu-
rotransmitter decay set to τg ln(2)≈34ms. In Figures 7–10 we
show that when this is reduced to τg ln(2)≈14 similar variations
with connectivity and input strength are observed but the mea-
sured values of episodic burstiness, as quantiﬁed by the CV value
and CV 2 distribution, are somewhat reduced. The reduction in
burstiness occurs because IPSP decay times are reduced which
reduces the periods of time where cells remain quiescent. How-
ever in the absence of inhibition cells still ﬁre roughly regularly
at a constant rate due to their ﬁxed mean excitation levels. These
two effects produce ISI distributions which are more regular and
reduce the CVs. In close correspondence with the longer time
scale results shown in Figure 1, as connectivity increases single
cell CV (Figure 7, black circles) decreases while k-means cluster
CV (Figure 7 red squares) also decreases but remains strongly
above its control (Figure 7 green diamonds). CV 2 distributions
(Figure 8) appear very similar to their longer time scale counter-
parts, (Figure 2), displaying a cross-over from a bimodal proﬁle
at low connectivity to ﬂatter proﬁle at higher connectivity. Simi-
larly the variation with input strength is not strongly affected by
reducing τg. Figure 9 shows that single cell CV, k-means clus-
ter CV and random cluster CV for network simulations with τg
ln(2)≈14ms display very similar variations under input strength
variation as their longer time scale counterparts,Figure5. Similar
corresponding CV 2 proﬁles (Figure 10) show the same change
over from a bimodal proﬁle to a peaked near zero proﬁle as input
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FIGURE7|5 0 0cell network simulations under variation of connectivity
for weak input, r
C =0.0085, b
C =0.001, α =5, but faster inhibitory
neurotransmitter decay time τ g =20. Each point is calculated from a 50-s
time series from a different network simulation. Black solid circles – mean
CV over all cells. Red solid squares – mean CV of k-means generated
clusters. Green solid diamonds – mean CV of randomly generated clusters.
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strength increases. Indeed simulations show that this time scale
can be reduced further but not so far that the membrane poten-
tial IPSPs do not act as a slow-pass ﬁlter for several presynaptic
spikes.
4.2. NETWORK DYNAMICS UNDER INPUT SWITCHING
What could be the use of the slowly varying cell assembly dynam-
ics generated by the MSN network? To address this question we
investigate how the network responds to stimuli. Here we set the
input speciﬁcity parameter α t oal o w e rv a l u eα =1.5 to generate
stimulus speciﬁc activities.
Figure11 shows a segment of a raster plot of all the active cells
from a 100 cell network simulation under an stimulus switching
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FIGURE 8 | CV 2 distributions corresponding to Figure 7 for all cells
combined for different network simulations (see key.)
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protocol. Three different inputs A, B, and C,e a c ho fw h i c hc o n -
sists of a set of i=100×l=10000 ﬁring rates, rA
il , rB
il , and rC
il are
applied for 1s,each alternately and repetitively.All the rates in the
matrices ril are drawn independently randomly and then ﬁxed for
the duration of the 174s simulation. The cells in Figure 11 have
been ordered by the clustering algorithm with 15 clusters and col-
ored according to their assigned clusters. Vertical lines denote the
input switching times. Figure 12 shows the corresponding clus-
ter PSTH locked to stimulus onset time. To construct this Figure
the spikes of cells in a given cluster are merged and binned at
given time lags from the onset of one of the stimuli, then the
number of spikes in a bin is divided by the bin size (10ms) and
the number of cells in the cluster to give PSTH rates per second
per cell.
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FIGURE 11 | Raster plot from a segment of a 174-s time series network
simulation with 100 cells under input switching protocol 1s×3
stimuli, (see text) cells colored according to assigned cluster. Input
strength r
C =0.018 spikes/ms, connectivity ρ =0.1, tail parameter α =1.5,
synaptic strength b
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Figures 11 and 12 demonstrate that different stimuli evoke
different sets of cells. This is shown by the very different cluster
ﬁring rates in the two stimuli in Figure 12 for any given cluster.
However the activation of cells is not simply determined by the
input strengths. If this were the case (roughly speaking) the most
strongly excited cells in any particular stimulus would remain
active throughout that stimulus period while the least strongly
activated would remain quiescent throughout the stimulus. In
fact the network activity provides cells with a large diversity of
responses to a given stimulus, rather than a static state of active
and quiescent cells. Individual cells ﬁre in speciﬁc temporal pat-
terns locked to stimulus onset,( Ponzi and Wickens, 2010b), as can
be seen by the repetitive nature of some of the cell spike rasters in
Figure 11. For example cell number 74 (colored cyan) ﬁres only
during the latter half of stimulus A “in anticipation” of stimulus
B while cell number 17 (colored purple) ﬁres a sharp peak near
the onset of stimulus C. Furthermore cell assemblies composed
of large numbers of cells can also ﬁre in speciﬁc stimulus onset
locked temporal patterns. For example the green cluster of cells,
numbered around 10–15 ﬁres strongly as a coherent assembly for
overasecond,butonlyduringthelatterhalf of stimulusBandﬁrst
half of stimulus C. This is also clearly demonstrated by the PSTH
in Figure 12 where certain clusters develop large ﬂuctuations in
ﬁringrateuptomanyhundredsof millisecondsafteragivenstim-
ulus onset. For example the magenta cluster ﬁres strongly during
the latter half of stimulus A and more weakly during the ﬁrst half
of stimulus C.
Theseobservationsarenottrivialsincethenetworkcandisplay
chaotic temporal evolution (Ponzi and Wickens, 2010a) and each
stimuluspresentationcanoccurinadifferentnetworkstateorcon-
text,depending on the history of the network. Therefore there are
differences in the responses to repeated presentations of the same
stimulusandonemightexpecttheﬁringrateﬂuctuationsof many
cells to average themselves out over many presentations. However
largeﬂuctuationsinclusterPSTHarepossiblebecausethestrength
of the network generated instability is weak (see below).
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FIGURE 12 | PSTH of clusters corresponding to Figure 11 and colored
the same way in spikes per second per cell.
Large stimulus locked ﬂuctuations occur hundreds of millisec-
onds after stimulus switching even though input ﬁring rates are
ﬁxed for the duration of each stimulus on all excitatory input
synapses and each input describes a noisy Poisson spike process.
The ﬂuctuations occur on behaviorally relevant timescales. Since
the clusters are composed of many cells they may provide a pow-
erful force to drive or modulate downstream motor targets by
inhibitionwhenclusterﬁringratesarehighordisinhibitionduring
pauses in cluster ﬁring at speciﬁc times after stimulus onset.
T h ea p p e a r a n c eo fs t i m u l u sl o c k e dt e m p o r a l l ys t r u c t u r e d
dynamics strongly depends on the system parameters however.At
higherinputstrength,asshowninthespikerasterplotinFigure13
active cells ﬁre at higher rates and more regularly and there are
more completely silent cells. Many cells, such as those numbered
#1 and #2 (colored black) ﬁre regularly across all stimuli. Thus
stimulus speciﬁcity is weakened while temporally speciﬁc stimu-
lus locking is lost. At higher connectivity, as shown by the spike
raster plot in Figure 14, stimulus speciﬁcity is strong since many
cellsﬁreduringonlyonestimulus(forexamplethebrowncolored
cells#39–47ﬁreonlyduringstimulusC)howevertemporalspeci-
ﬁcity is weak since cells ﬁre continuously throughout a particular
stimulus. Indeed at higher connectivity,cell dynamics approaches
amore“winners-take-all”typebehavior(FukaiandTanaka,1997).
4.3. LYAPUNOV EXPONENT
Network simulations can display complex cell assembly dynamics
locked to stimulus onset times. How can such behavior occur?
In Figure 15 we show the maximal Lyapunov exponent
γ (Gluckenheimer and Holmes, 1983) calculated for a single
deterministic network simulation [here the noise term in equa-
tion (3) has been set to zero; see Methods]. The inset shows
γ(t)=(1/ t)log(D(t+ t)/D(t))where t=0.01msisthetime
increment andD(t)isthedistancebetweentwonearbydetermin-
istic trajectories at time t. γ(t) measures the rate of separation
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FIGURE 13 | Spike raster plot clustered by k-means algorithm with 15
clusters for 100 cell network simulations under input switching
protocol 3×1s stimuli with high input strength ρ =0.1, b
C =0.001,
r
C =0.025, and α =1.5.
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FIGURE 14 | Spike raster plot clustered by k-means algorithm with 15
clusters for 100 cell network simulations under input switching
protocol 3×1s stimuli with high connectivity ρ =0.6, b
C =0.001,
r
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deterministic simulation. Inset shows γ, main shows  γ . Connectivity
ρ =0.1, α =1.5, r
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without ﬂuctuations.
of the two trajectories, when negative the trajectories converge
exponentially, when positive they diverge. The former indicates a
stable periodic (or ﬁxed point) state while the latter indicates the
presence of unstable dynamics and chaos.
The γ(t) points (Figure 15 inset) show large ﬂuctuations,
sometimes apparently unstable (positive) but often stable (neg-
ative). These ﬂuctuations may be caused by the dynamical system
remaining close to a meta-stable attractor state for some time
before randomly switching between such meta-stable attractors
(Kaneko and Tsuda, 2003; Tsuda et al., 2004). The average Lya-
punov exponent γAV(t)= γ(τ) τ,w h e r e ... τ denotes time
averaging from τ =0t ot, shown in Figure 15(main), appears
to approach a low positive value close to zero. Thus the sys-
tem may be in a marginally stable very long “transient” state
before reaching a permanent attractor state. Network dynamics
may be consistent with the paradigm of “weak chaos” (Zillmer
et al., 2009) or the “edge of chaos” (Langton, 1990; Bertchinger
and NatschlÃger, 1995), since the Lyapanuov exponent is close to
zero, “between” a chaotic and a stable state (Ponzi and Wickens,
2010a). A transient state can also be observed in the paradigm
of winner-less-competition based on heteroclinic channels (Rabi-
novichetal.,2000,2001,2008a,b;NowotnyandRabinovich,2007).
Thus long dynamical transient states which are initiated when
stimuli suddenly change may be responsible for the temporally
locked cell ﬁring observed in simulations of appropriate connec-
tivity and input characteristics. In such a state the system does not
either fall to a ﬁxed point attractor state too rapidly nor does the
system ﬁnd a strongly unstable state where strong random ﬂuc-
tuations would be incompatible with large modulations in PSTH
after many presentations are averaged.
5. DISCUSSION
Inthispaperwehaveextendedamodelof anMSNnetwork(Ponzi
andWickens,2010a)tothecasewhereexcitatoryinputtoeachcell
is composed of many independent Poisson processes. We show
that in spite of this noisy input at low connectivities with weak
excitation cells form assemblies which ﬁre highly irregularly but
in coherent episodes on long behaviorally relevant timescales and
ﬁring rates are very broadly distributed. However when excitation
is increased cells ﬁre more regularly and a permanently quiescent
component appears.
When excitatory inputs have a power-law distribution (α<2)
so that cells receive a broad distribution of net excitations, MSN
cell population PSTH are both stimulus and temporally speciﬁc.
Temporal modulations occur for many hundreds of milliseconds
after excitatory input rates are suddenly changed even though the
inputs are ﬁxed during this period. These time scales are much
longer than any that exist in the system parameters. Such modu-
lations are often observed in studies of behavioral tasks at distinct
epochs during task events.
We suggest that the low connectivity observed in the striatum
is necessary to generate strong ﬁring rate modulations in PSTH.
Usingtwotimeseriesexampleswedemonstratethatstimulusspe-
ciﬁcPSTHdonotoccurathighconnectivityorhighinputstrength
and therefore this activity is not a trivial result which can be gen-
erated by any network under any conditions.At high connectivity
cells either ﬁre fairly regularly throughout a particular stimulus
or are quiescent throughout. Cell activity is stimulus speciﬁc but
does not display large rate variations locked to stimulus onset. On
the other hand at high levels of cortical excitation many cells ﬁre
throughoutallstimuliandthusstimulusspeciﬁcitydoesnotoccur.
We suggest the MSN network facilitates the generation of mar-
ginally stable dynamical transients initiated at sudden stimulus
switches. This may also possibly be true for the other sparse net-
works ubiquitous throughout the brain. Thus the network adds
temporal speciﬁcity on long behaviorally relevant timescales to
stimulus speciﬁcity. The dynamics generated by the network is
not strongly unstable and therefore cell ﬁring rates have low vari-
ability across repeat presentations of the same stimulus. However
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the dynamics does not rapidly enter a periodic or ﬁxed point state
either and therefore a large diversity of temporally varying cell
responses can be generated in spite of the ﬁxed excitatory input.
We have also shown (Ponzi andWickens,2011) that the reduction
in variability after stimulus switching characterized by repeatable
temporal evolution is equivalent to a reduction in Fano factor
across repeated stimulus presentations in qualitative agreement
with several experimental studies of neural activity (Churchland
et al., 2006, 2010; Mitchell et al., 2007). Thus we offer the predic-
tion that this phenomenon,so far observed only in cortex,should
also be observed in MSN activity.
The response of chaotic ﬁring rate networks of excitatory and
inhibitory neurons to periodically varying inputs has also been
recently studied in (Rajan et al., 2010). The model presented
here extends this work to investigate the interaction of network
generated chaos with excitatory drive in a purely inhibitory net-
work of conductance based spiking cells with parameters chosen
to resemble the striatal MSN network. In other possibly related
work(PehlevanandSompolinsky,2011;vanVreeswijkandHansel,
2011) have shown that a random network operating in the regime
where excitation and inhibition are balanced can generate cells
with various realistic static tuning curves. The balanced network
ampliﬁes small variations in input drive. Although we have not
varied the stimulus discriminability parameter α here systemati-
cally we observe (data not shown) that strong network responses
can occur even under very subtle changes in excitation. Here the
ampliﬁcation is simply a result of the competitive selective behav-
ior of this purely inhibitory asymmetrically connected network
(at relatively sparse striatal connectivities.) Since cells are close
to ﬁring threshold switching a driving activation from one cell to
anothercancausealargechangeinthedistribution(andtemporal
evolution) of activity across the network.
This model could be experimentally tested by simultaneously
recording from striatal cell populations while manipulating the
corticostriatal input. This is feasible using calcium imaging in
brain slices and optogenetic activation of the cortical inputs. The
model presented here provides a framework for the analysis of
data from such an experiment. Experimental manipulation of
connectivity is more difﬁcult, and may require cell cultures. The
properties of PSTH predicted by the model, for which some data
is already available, provide a means for experimental testing in
awake animals.
The crucial test of the model is blocking the lateral inhibi-
tion of MSNs. If blocking lateral inhibition does not change MSN
PSTH time courses,and also does not change cortical activity pat-
terns,then the model is falsiﬁed. If it does change MSN PSTH,the
model is supported. The possibility exists, in the latter case, that
the changed MSN network dynamics would, by feedback via the
cortex, produce further changes in MSN PSTH. To exclude this
possibility it would be necessary to block the outputs of the MSNs
as well. In practice,it may be possible to do this using optogenetic
methods to block lateral inhibition by MSNs. In the future we
hope to address in more detail exactly how to test these models.
Large temporally speciﬁc ﬂuctuations may be utilized in the
time delayed reinforcement learning tasks (Sutton and Barto,
1998) known to recruit the striatum. For example to provide ﬂuc-
tuationsatspeciﬁctimesnecessarytofacilitateexplorationof both
sensory input and motor response (Doya and Sejnowski, 1996;
Kao et al., 2005; Olveczky et al., 2005; Andalman and Fee, 2009)
orsimplytodrivetemporallydelayedmotorresponse.Aslearning
proceeds the large ﬂuctuations may be reduced and the network
“locked” when excitatory input strength is increased (Levi et al.,
2004).Relatedexperimentalstudiesshowthatlearningtoperform
procedural tasks alters neural ﬁring patterns in the sensorimo-
tor striatum as behavior becomes more stereotyped (Barnes et al.,
2005)withthetaskrelatedactivityof somecellsstronglyenhanced
and others strongly suppressed. Such activity is reminiscent of
the regularly ﬁring and permanently suppressed cell populations
whichappearwheninputstrengthisincreasedasdescribedabove.
Excitatoryinputstrengthandspeciﬁcitymaybevariedthroughthe
action of dopamine or other neuromodulators during learning.
There are several good models of the striatum, for example
(Beiser and Houk, 1998; Brown et al., 1999; Gurney et al., 2001;
Bar-Gad et al., 2003; Humphries et al., 2006, 2009; McCarthy
et al., 2011; Yim et al., 2011). The model we present here is not
intended to be a complete model of the striatum. It is simply
a model of MSN network activity which we hope complements
other more complete modeling approaches. The striatum itself
is vastly more intricate, including many different types of feed-
forward and feedback interneurons, different MSN cell types (D1
and D2), facilitating and depressing inhibitory synapses, patch,
andmatrixconnectivitystructure,correlationsinexcitatoryinput,
feedback from thalmo-cortical loops, etc. We do not claim that
these striatal components will not alter the network activity we
present here. Rather the strategy we adopt is to start with one
component, in this case the MSN network, and try to understand
its behavior in isolation. In future work we will try to understand
howothercomponents,suchasthefeedforwardinterneurons,may
modify or control the complex MSN network generated dynam-
ical activity which we demonstrate here is possible. In fact we
demonstrate that this behavior itself, before other striatal com-
ponents are included, is nearly as complex as observed in many
experimentalrecordingstudiesinbehavioraltasks.Thisisalsothe
approach taken in (McCarthy et al., 2011) which also investigates
the dynamics of the MSN network in isolation. The use of a dif-
ferent type of MSN cell model (including intrinsic oscillations in
relationtopathologicalParkinsonism)illustrateshowusefulmin-
imal models may be for making different predictions about (some
aspects of) network dynamics which can be easily traced back to
differences in the basic behavior of the elements of the model.We
hope the appreciation of the complex activity that can be gener-
ated by the MSN network will be valuable to provide insight into
therolesof thevariousotherstriatalcomponentsandthustherole
of the striatum in behavior and cognition.
6. CONCLUSION
We previously showed that the MSN network could produce
sequences of cell assembly activations when the network receives
a ﬁxed pattern of constant input excitation. We here extend this
worktoconsiderwhathappenswhentheinputvariesasitwouldin
the more realistic situation of an animal engaged in behavior. We
showthatthesequenceofcellassemblyactivationscanbelockedto
the input sequence and we outline the range of parameters where
this property arises.
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